
TO: Judy Wojciechowski, Director, Troubled Agency Recovery Center,
    Memphis Area Office, PB2

FROM: Nancy H. Cooper
District Inspector General for Audit-Southeast/Caribbean, 4AGA

SUBJECT: Housing Authority of the City of Sarasota
Sarasota, Florida

We completed a review of the Housing Authority of the City of Sarasota, Florida (SHA).  The
purpose of our review was to determine whether SHA was meeting its primary mission of
providing decent, safe, and sanitary housing for its Low Income Housing (LIH) tenants and
Section 8 Program participants.

Our report includes four findings requiring follow up action by your office.  We will provide a
copy of this report to SHA.

Within 60 days, please furnish a status report for each recommendation:  (1) the corrective action
taken; (2) the proposed corrective action and the date to be completed; or (3) why action is
considered unnecessary.  Also, please furnish us copies of any correspondence or directives issued
related to the review.

Should you or your staff have questions, please contact James D. McKay, Assistant District
Inspector General for Audit, at (404) 331-3369 or Sam Daugherty, Senior Auditor, at (904) 232-
1226.

  Issue Date
            February 24, 1999

  Audit Case Number
            99-AT-206-1004
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We conducted an audit of the Housing Authority of the City of Sarasota, Florida.  The primary
objective of the review was to determine whether SHA was meeting its primary mission of
providing decent, safe, and sanitary housing for its LIH tenants and Section 8 Program
participants.

SHA did not maintain its conventional LIH in good repair and condition.  Every unit we inspected
failed.  This occurred because the agency failed to:  (1) perform routine and preventive
maintenance, (2) spend Comprehensive Grant Program (CGP) funds as planned, and (3)
adequately monitor or respond to the condition of the units.  As a result, SHA was not providing
decent, safe, and sanitary living conditions for many of its residents.

We recommend  SHA develop a plan to improve its maintenance operations and bring all units in
compliance with Housing Quality Standards (HQS).  The plan should include complete inspection
of all units, buildings, and grounds, and a means to generate work orders to correct HQS
deficiencies.  Also, the plan should include a written maintenance plan, preventive maintenance
procedures, inspection procedures and schedules, and supervisory review procedures.  We also
recommend your staff review the plan and monitor SHA’s actions to ensure the conditions are
corrected.

Section 8 Program housing was not in good repair and condition.  Seven of 15 units inspected
failed quality standards.  The deficiencies were due to lack of management oversight.  Supervisory
staff had not performed a sufficient number of quality control inspections.  As a result, the Section
8 Program participants were not ensured decent, safe, and sanitary housing.

We recommend SHA develop a plan to ensure it addresses the issues in the finding.  The plan
should assign responsibility and time frames for performing the quality control inspections, and a
means of using them to identify inspection oversights. We also recommend your staff review the
plan and monitor SHA’s actions to ensure the conditions are corrected.

SHA violated the Annual Contributions Contract (ACC) with the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD).  The agency inappropriately:  (1) allowed a nonprofit organization to
build a structure on SHA premises and (2) signed a long term lease with the nonprofit
organization without prior HUD approval.  As a result, the agency had lost the use of the
premises and had incurred a large future liability without any plans for funding it.

We recommend your staff assist the SHA in developing a disposition plan which meets SHA and
community needs and any funding requirements.  The plan should address any public comment
periods, any legal reviews, and agreement modifications.

The LIH and Section 8 Programs’ waiting lists were not supported or purged. SHA:  (1) was
unable to produce applications supporting the waiting lists and (2) had not purged the waiting lists
for tenants who had been placed or were not eligible.  As a result, HUD has no assurance that
applicants were being properly selected.
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We recommend your staff review the waiting lists and applications during the next monitoring
visit and ensure that the lists and eligibility determinations are current, accurate, and properly
supported.

Exit Conference

We discussed the results of our review with HUD’s Troubled Agency Recovery Center (TARC)
on January 7, 1999, and solicited their input for recommended corrective actions.

We also discussed the findings with SHA during the course of the review and at an exit
conference on January 5, 1999, attended by the Executive Director and the Chairman of the
Board of Commissioners.  SHA provided us written comments on January 19, 1999, which we
considered in preparing the final report.  SHA substantially agreed with the issues in the findings.
We summarized and evaluated the comments following each finding and included SHA’s full
comments in Appendix A.
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Abbreviations

ACC Annual Contributions Contract
CGP Comprehensive Grant Program
HQS Housing Quality Standards
HUD U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
LIH Low-Income Housing
PHA Public Housing Authority
PHMAP Public Housing Management Assessment Program
SHA Housing Authority of the City of Sarasota
TARC Troubled Agency Recovery Center
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Background

SHA is a public body organized under Chapter 421 of the laws of the State of Florida.  Its mission
is to provide low rent housing for qualified individuals in accordance with the rules and
regulations prescribed by HUD and other Federal agencies.  A seven member Board of
Commissioners governs SHA.  The Board is responsible for implementing a comprehensive public
housing program, setting policy, approving an annual operating budget, and hiring an Executive
Director.  The Executive Director is responsible for daily operations and oversees a staff of about
33 employees.  During the audit period, SHA employed five Executive Directors.  Rhonda Pierce
served from January 1996 through February 1997.  Gordon Jolly served from February 1997
through April 1997.  Debra Vincent served from April 1997 through August 1997, and Michael
Ramond served from September 1997 through December 1997.  SHA hired the current Executive
Director, Victoria Main, in January 1998.  Jane Grossman became the Board of Commissioners’
Chairperson in July 1998 but resigned in December 1998; Leon Campbell was later selected as
Chairman.

SHA operates 6 developments with 561 units controlled under an ACC with HUD.  HUD
provides an annual operating subsidy of about $719,000.  From 1995 through 1997, HUD
provided SHA approximately $2.3 million in CGP funds.  Also, HUD provided about $833,000 in
Public Housing Drug Elimination Program grants from 1994 through 1997.  SHA’s Section 8
Program includes about 560 certificates and 50 vouchers for low income families.  HUD provides
annual housing assistance payments of about $2.6 million.

SHA also leased the McCown Towers Annex from the Elderly Housing Corporation of Sarasota,
Inc.  The Annex has 75 units and receives annual housing assistance payments of about $380,000
under the Section 8 New Construction Program.

HUD and SHA have known about problems at SHA for many years.  SHA was designated a
troubled housing authority in 1995 when HUD assigned a Public Housing Management
Assessment Program (PHMAP) score of 45 percent.  An agency that receives a score of less than
60 percent is designated as troubled.  The troubled designation has continued each year.  SHA
received scores of 54 percent, 46 percent and 38 percent for fiscal years ending March 31, 1996,
March 31, 1997, and March 31, 1998, respectively.

Various reviews have identified numerous on-going problems.  For example, in June 1996 HUD
found there were major conflicts between many of the staff and the Executive Director.  Also,
SHA had not made much progress toward removal from the troubled designation, and financial
findings from the past audit continued due to instability of SHA finances and staff resignations.

A HUD task force reviewed SHA operations in December 1996 and identified major problems
concerning lack of management direction, lack of management systems, and financial
mismanagement.  The report recommended HUD intervention if measurable improvements were
not achieved within a reasonable time.
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Other HUD staff reviewed SHA’s LIH and Section 8 Programs in April 1997.  The report said no
progress had been made toward achieving a viable organization that could be removed from
HUD’s troubled list.  It also said the agency lacked management direction, management systems,
and continued to be financially troubled.  It pointed out vacancies continued to rise, and staff were
resigning monthly leaving an unstable workforce.

A July 1997 consultant report identified the following concerns:
• Staff have no accountability.
• There are no systems of checks and balances in most areas such as vacancies, leasing,

occupancy, maintenance, and finance.
• There has been limited staff training, resulting in non-compliance with regulations.
• The lines of communication at the authority are either non-existent or hostile.
• The Board of Commissioners do not seem to understand their role.

The current executive director developed a recovery plan upon her arrival in January 1998.  The
plan identified a number of strategies to improve SHA’s operations.  At our audit completion
date, SHA was in the process of hiring key staff, and developing new policies and procedures.

In June 1998, HUD advised SHA that regular day-to-day servicing would be transferred to the
Memphis  Troubled Agency Recovery Center (TARC).  TARC is responsible for developing and
implementing an intervention strategy to bring the agency to passing scores.  If PHA problems are
not addressed within 1 year, TARC can recommend judicial or administrative takeover to the
Assistant Secretary.

We focused our review to determine whether SHA had
adequately implemented its Drug Elimination Program and
whether SHA was meeting its primary mission of providing
decent, safe, and sanitary housing for its LIH tenants and
Section 8 Program participants.  We issued a separate
report on the Drug Elimination Program on August 31,
1998.

Our review methodology included examination of records
and files, interviews with HUD, SHA current and former
staff, HQS inspections, and reviews of Independent Public
Accountant reports and SHA studies and reviews.  We
judgmentally selected 11 LIH units from 2 developments
and 15 Section 8 Program units to inspect for compliance
with HQS.

Our review generally covered the period April 1996 through
July 1998.  However, we reviewed activity in other periods,
as necessary.  Field work was conducted between
September 1997 and October 1998.

Audit objectives

Audit scope and
methodology
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The audit was conducted in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards.
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Public Housing Units Did Not Meet Quality
Standards
SHA did not maintain its conventional LIH in good repair and condition.  Every unit we inspected
failed.  This occurred because the agency failed to:  (1) perform routine and preventive
maintenance, (2) spend CGP funds as planned, and (3) adequately monitor or respond to the
condition of the units.  As a result, SHA was not providing decent, safe, and sanitary living
conditions for many of its residents.

SHA’s primary mission is to provide decent, safe, and sanitary housing in a manner promoting
serviceability, economy, efficiency, and stability (ACC with HUD, Part A, Section 4).

SHA had a total of 561 LIH units in 6 developments.  We
judgmentally selected 11 units for inspection from 2
developments having 200 units.

The units were in poor condition due to age and lack of
routine and preventive maintenance.  All 11 units failed
conditions as defined by HQS.  HQS violations totaled 89
and averaged about 8 per unit.  The violations related to
roof leaks, mold/mildew, water/sewage leaks, electrical,
missing smoke detectors, roach infestation, loose ceiling
pieces, broken windows, poor bathroom ventilation, holes in
the walls, loose stairway railing, no hot water, and
inoperative door locks.  Our inspections concentrated on
significant HQS violations that prevented a unit from being
decent, safe, and sanitary.

The following chart illustrates the units failing HQS by
deficiency:

HQS  Deficiency
Number of
Deficiencies

Mold/mildew on walls and ceilings 35
Missing electrical cover plates and
exposed wiring

13

Roof leaks  9
Broken windows  7
Improperly wired and missing smoke
detectors

 5

Roach infestation  5
Poor bathroom ventilation  4
Water or sewage leaks  3
No hot water  2

OIG inspection results
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Inoperative exterior door locks and knobs  2
Hole in wall  2
Loose stairway railing  1
Loose ceiling  1
    Total 89

The following are examples of deficiencies at the units
inspected and are representative of conditions at the two
developments:

2252 Janie Poe - The tree had caused damage to the sidewalk,
porch, and foundation.

2215 Janie Poe - The smoke detector was not properly wired.  The
smoke detector was wired to an electric switch that could be
turned off by the switch.  Also, there was no smoke detector on the
first floor; only one smoke alarm was on the second floor of the
two story unit.
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2548 Janie Poe - The wall above the kitchen cabinet was moldy
and the paint was peeling.

2
508 Janie Poe - The living room ceiling and walls were damaged
from leaks in the upstairs bathroom.

2508 Janie Poe - Mold on bedroom ceiling and walls.
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2415 Janie Poe - The living room window was broken, leaving
a large hole with sharp edges.

2415 Janie Poe - The living room ceiling was damaged from
leaks in the upstairs bathroom or soil pipe running through
the living room ceiling.

2415 Janie Poe - The breaker box was missing four electrical
cover plates.  The residue on the outside of the box indicates
roach infestation.
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Prolonged failure to maintain units appeared to be a major
contributor to the poor condition of inspected units.  HUD
requires all Public Housing Authorities (PHA’s) to annually
inspect units and all building systems, such as structure
exteriors and mechanical and electrical systems, to
determine short-term maintenance needs as well as long-
term modernization needs.  The inspections allow PHA’s to
examine the condition of the housing stock and initiate
actions essential to maintaining decent, safe, and sanitary
housing.  All occupied dwelling units are required to be
inspected using local housing/occupancy codes or HQS,
whichever is more stringent (Chapter 6 of HUD Guidebook
7460.5 G).

SHA’s maintenance policy required annual unit inspections.
Project managers were responsible for conducting annual
inspections.  However, SHA had not completed most HQS
inspections since 1996 at the two developments tested.
Neither had they conducted annual inspections of building
systems.  Without such inspections, SHA could not identify,
plan for, and systematically correct deficiencies.  Our
inspections clearly documented the lack of a preventive
maintenance program.  Current staff could not explain why
previous managers had not conducted the required
inspections.

The new Maintenance Supervisor agreed the two
developments suffered from deferred maintenance.  He
believed the major problems appeared to be:  (1) leaking
roofs; (2) interior mold and mildew; (3) water and/or
sewage leaks into the living rooms from upstairs bathrooms;
and (4) tree roots in the sewage lines.  Subsequent to
our inspection, the SHA started inspecting all units at the
two developments and moved seven residents from the Janie
Poe development and one resident from the Cohen Way
development.

SHA’s 5-Year Plan for the CGP designated $1.2 million for
the two developments we inspected.  The plan indicated the
funds would be used to replace site and interior supply and
waste plumbing, bath fixtures, bath accessories, kitchen
cabinets, install separate water meters, and pay city impact
fees.  Instead, however, SHA spent the funds at other
developments.  SHA did not submit a revised plan to spend
the earmarked funds at other developments.

Routine and preventive
maintenance not
performed

CGP funds not spent as
planned
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The prior executive directors and Board of Commissioners
did not adequately monitor or respond to the condition of
the units.  HUD notified SHA and the Board of the need for
unit inspections in letters dated August 29, 1996, and April
18, 1997.  In 1996, HUD requested an Improvement Plan
based, in part, on the failed PHMAP indicator for Inspection
and Condition of Units/Systems.  In 1997, HUD pointed out
that the Board was not focusing on their primary function of
oversight and monitoring.  Also, HUD pointed out the
major HQS violations recurring at the Janie Poe
development were due to severe plumbing problems.  HUD
advised that a resident remained in a unit for over 2 weeks
with a broken sewer pipe that should have been corrected in
24 hours, and that there were ongoing plumbing problems
with water leaking through ceilings as residents filled their
tubs.

Two independent assessments were conducted in 1997.
The Small and Medium Troubled PHA Task Force Report
dated April 25, 1997, stated that:  (1) one hundred percent
of the units should receive HQS inspections within 120
days; (2) the maintenance staff did not have sufficient
budgetary priority to address and perform the scope of
routine and specialized services to maintain the housing
assets of the PHA; and (3) there was no demonstrable
management strategy governing the direction and priority of
the maintenance work effort.  In addition, the maintenance
staff had not received training relating to HQS inspections.
The Nelrod Company issued a Report on Independent
Assessment of Housing Authority Performance Under
HUD’s PHMAP dated July 7, 1997.  The report stated that
there was no formal planning or scheduling of maintenance
activities, and no known Preventive Maintenance Plan.

From 1995 through 1997, SHA’s independent annual audits
also disclosed findings and noncompliances relating to HQS
inspections.  Despite the reports and letters, the SHA failed
to adequately address the deplorable conditions.

Insufficient management
supervision
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The SHA agreed with the finding.  SHA officials said they
had corrected some HQS deficiencies and relocated eight
families from units that did not meet HQS, developed a Five
Year Plan and an Annual Statement, and established internal
controls to ensure deviations cannot occur through the
actions of one department.  Also, the Board of
Commissioners has committed to exercise more oversight
and ensure that modifications to the Comprehensive Grant
Program are approved by the  Board.  SHA will work with
the TARC in developing additional steps to ensure full
recovery.

SHA’s actions were responsive to the finding.  If timely and
adequately implemented, the actions should correct the
deficiencies cited in the finding.

We recommend your staff:

1A. Require the SHA to develop a plan to improve its
maintenance operations and bring all units in
compliance with HQS.  The plan should include
complete inspection of all units, buildings and
grounds, and a means to generate work orders to
correct HQS deficiencies.  Also, the plan should
include a written maintenance plan, preventive
maintenance procedures, inspection procedures and
schedules and supervisory review procedures.

1B. Review the plan to ensure it is adequate to address
the issues in the finding.

1C. Monitor the SHA’s actions against the plan to
ensure the plan is implemented.

1D. Inspect units during the next monitoring visit to
ensure the new procedures are working and address
the finding issues.

SHA comments

OIG evaluation of
SHA comments

Recommendations
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Section 8 Program Housing Did Not Meet
Quality Standards

Section 8 Program housing was not in good repair and condition.  Seven of 15 inspected units
failed quality standards.  As a result, the Section 8 Program participants were not ensured decent,
safe, and sanitary housing.

Title 24 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 882.109 mandates HQS which must be
maintained in Section 8 units.  SHA used the HUD HQS inspection form (Section 8
Administration Plan).

We judgmentally selected for inspection 15 of 70 recently
inspected and approved units.  Seven of the 15 units failed
conditions as defined by HQS.  HQS violations totaled 25
and averaged about three per unit.  Our inspections
concentrated on significant HQS violations that prevented a
unit from being safe, decent, and sanitary as opposed to
technical or less significant HQS fail conditions.  The
deficiencies were not as numerous and serious as the
conditions noted with the LIH units.

Violations included a rusted and corroded hot water heater
temperature pressure relief valve and a missing discharge
line (two units), leaking P-traps (three units), pest
infestation (four units), chipping paint (three units), curled
floor covering (one unit), and sloping step creating a
tripping hazard (one unit).  For all but the leaking P-traps,
we concluded the conditions existed at the time of the SHA
inspection.

The Section 8 inspector had attended various training
courses.  Accordingly, we attributed the deficiencies to
oversight in performing the inspections.  Furthermore,
management had not properly monitored the inspectors’
work.  The agency’s policy required supervisory personnel
to reinspect 5 percent of the approved units.  The quality
control reviews were intended to ensure that inspections
adhered to HQS and provided consistent determinations.
SHA should have performed about 42 quality control
inspections each year.  However, SHA performed only 11
quality control reviews in 1997 and 14 in 1998.

OIG inspection results

Insufficient
supervision
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The 1996 and 1997 annual audits reported the quality
control inspections were not conducted as required.
However, SHA had not increased the number of quality
control inspections.

The housing supervisor said she did not have time to
perform the quality control inspections and said she spent
most of her time processing certifications and re-
certifications.  Also, the Executive Director had not
required the housing supervisor to conduct the inspections
or report why the required quality control inspections were
not completed.

SHA officials said responsibility for managing the program
had been reassigned to another person, and that a plan and
new computer system had been developed to ensure quality
control reviews are conducted.

SHA’s actions are responsive to the finding.  If timely and
adequately implemented, the actions should correct the cited
deficiencies.

We recommend your staff:

2A. Review the plan to ensure it addresses the issues in
the finding.  The plan should assign responsibility
and time frames for performing the quality control
inspections, and a means of using them to identify
inspection errors.

2B. Inspect units during the next monitoring visit to
ensure the new procedures are working and address
the finding issues.

SHA comments

OIG evaluation of
SHA comments

Recommendations
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Building Constructed on Project Land
without HUD Approval
SHA violated the ACC with HUD by (1) allowing a nonprofit organization to build a structure on
SHA premises; and (2) signing a long term lease with the nonprofit organization without prior
HUD approval.  As a result, the agency had lost the use of the premises and had incurred a large
future liability without any plans for funding it.

The ACC specifies that a PHA shall not demolish or dispose of any project, or portion thereof,
other than in accordance with the terms of the ACC and applicable HUD requirements.  In
addition, the agency shall not in any way encumber any such project, or portion thereof, without
the prior approval of HUD (ACC with HUD, Part A, Section 7).

Without prior HUD approval, a Board of Commissioners
Chairperson and Executive Director signed a lease with the
Boys and Girls Club of Sarasota County, Inc. (Club)
effective October 20, 1995.  The lease allows the Club to
pay rent of $1 per year for 20 years from the date of
execution, and allows the Club to renew the lease for three
consecutive 10 year terms.  The lease gives the Club the
privilege of erecting, building, and fixing or placing any
improvements, additions, or alterations to the premises,
provided that the Club obtains prior written approval. The
lease provides that the Club be compensated at the
expiration of the lease for any such improvements it has
caused to be made on the leased premises.  Said
compensation shall be based on fair market value of any
such improvements, as determined by competent appraisal.
If an appraiser cannot be agreed upon by the parties, then
each shall select an appraiser and these two shall agree upon
a third appraiser to establish the fair market value of the
improvement.

In June 1996, building permits were issued for the
construction of the facilities.  The building was constructed
to serve the children in the local community.  The nonprofit
organization offers many summer and after school activities
for children.  The estimated value of improvements was
$1.1 million.  SHA has a potential liability in 20 years to buy
the building from the lessee at fair market value.

Lease terms
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HUD became aware of the building during an assessment
review conducted between March 31 and April 4, 1997.
HUD requested that SHA submit an application to HUD
within 30 days.  In response, SHA stated a disposition
application would be submitted to allow donation of the
land to the nonprofit organization.  No disposition
application was found.

SHA Officials said they are working with TARC to develop a
disposition plan.

SHA’s actions are responsive to the finding.  If timely and
adequately implemented, the actions should correct the cited
deficiencies.

We recommend your staff:

3A. Assist the SHA in developing a disposition plan that
meets SHA and community needs and any funding
requirements.  The plan should address any public
comment periods, any legal reviews, and agreement
modifications.

SHA comments

No disposition plan

Recommendation

OIG evaluation of
SHA comments
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Waiting Lists Were Not Supported or Purged
The LIH and Section 8 Program waiting lists were not supported or purged.  SHA:  (1) was
unable to produce applications supporting the waiting lists and (2) had not purged the waiting lists
for tenants who had been placed or were not eligible.  As a result, HUD has no assurance that
applicants were being properly selected.

SHA’s LIH admissions and occupancy policy and the Section 8 Administrative plan required SHA
to maintain application waiting lists based upon the date and time of the application, the size or
type of suitable unit, and factors affecting preferences or priority.  Both programs required SHA
to retain applications to support eligibility determinations and to annually purge the waiting lists.

SHA maintained a LIH and two Section 8 waiting lists.  The
LIH list contained 460 names and the Section 8 lists
contained 2,105 names.

We judgmentally selected nine applicants each from the LIH
and Section 8 waiting lists.  SHA was unable to locate 10 of
the 18 applications and advised they had been lost or
misplaced.  Accordingly, SHA lacked documentation to
support its eligibility determinations.

Furthermore, SHA did not purge the waiting lists for
applicants who were housed or determined ineligible.  SHA
staff did not know when the lists were last purged.
Accordingly, SHA does not have a current reliable waiting
list of eligible applicants.

The current Executive Director attributed the deficiencies to
an unreliable computer system and poorly trained staff.  She
advised that a consultant had been hired to help prepare a
procedures manual and train staff.  Also, a new computer
system will be purchased, and the waiting lists will be
updated.

SHA officials stated they have purged the waiting list,
replaced staff, and developed new procedures for
application screening and management.

SHA comments

Determinations and
lists not supported

Unreliable system and
procedures
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SHA’s actions are responsive to the finding.  If timely and
adequately implemented, the actions should correct the cited
deficiencies.

Recommendation We recommend your staff:

4A. Review the waiting lists and applications during the
next monitoring visit and ensure that the lists and
eligibility determinations are current, accurate, and
properly supported.

OIG evaluation of
SHA comments
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In planning and performing our audit, we obtained an understanding of the management controls
that were relevant to our audit objectives.  We considered SHA’s management control systems to
determine our auditing procedures and not to provide assurance on management controls.
Management is responsible for establishing effective management controls.  Management controls
include the organization plan, methods, and procedures adopted to ensure that goals are met.
Management controls include the processes for planning, organizing, directing, and controlling
program operations.  They include the systems for measuring, reporting, and monitoring program
performance.

We determined the following management controls were
relevant to our audit objectives:

• LIH and Section 8 housing inspections
• Building and lease agreement
• LIH and Section 8 waiting lists

 
A significant weakness exists if management controls do not
give reasonable assurance that resource use is consistent
with laws, regulations, and policies; that resources are
safeguarded against waste, loss, and misuse; and that
reliable data are obtained, maintained, and fairly disclosed in
reports.

Our review identified weaknesses in SHA’s administration
of its programs.  These weaknesses included units not
maintained in good repair and condition, a building
constructed on project land without HUD approval, and
waiting lists that were not supported or purged.  These
weaknesses are discussed in the Findings of this report.

Relevant management
controls

Significant weaknesses
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We reviewed SHA’s audited financial statements for the year ending March 31, 1997.  A public
accounting firm conducted the audit.  The report contained a finding that the SHA failed to re-
inspect 5 percent of Section 8 units for HQS.  Another finding related to failed ratings on certain
housing management assessment program indicators.  Our review also noted these deficiencies as
discussed in the Findings and Recommendations of this report.
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Deputy Chief Financial Officer for Finance, FF (Room 10164) (2)
Director, Office of Budget, FO  (Room 3270)
Director, Housing and Community Development Issue Area, U.S. GAO, 441 G Street N.W.,
   Room 2474, Washington DC 20548
Assistant Secretary for Public and Indian Housing, P (Room 4100)
Comptroller/Audit Liaison Officer for Public and Indian Housing, PF (Room 5156) (3)
Assistant to the Deputy Secretary for Field Management, SDF (Room 7106)
Assistant to the Secretary for Labor Relations,  SLD (Room 7118)
Executive Director,  Housing Authority of the City of Sarasota
Chairperson, Board of Commissioners, Housing Authority of the City of Sarasota






